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Summary:
A well-planned vacation always means a happier, more enjoyable, more memorable and a safer tri
RESEARCH your travel destination.

Study the local climate and tourist seasons so you pick the best time to travel there and feel

Learn about local laws and customs of the countries to which you are traveling. Find out the m
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Article Body:
A well-planned vacation always means a happier, more enjoyable, more memorable and a safer tri
RESEARCH your travel destination.

Study the local climate and tourist seasons so you pick the best time to travel there and feel

Learn about local laws and customs of the countries to which you are traveling. Find out the m

Read up on the places you plan to visit, chat to people who have been there, ask them for advi

Learn about festivals, holidays, shows in the country you are about to visit. Be sure that imp
Learn the ENTRY REQUIREMENTS, provide documents reqiured.

EmbassyWorld.com is a great source for finding out this information. Make sure you have a sign
CHOOSE TRANSPORTATION.

TravelMake has an informative page on transportation tips for travelers with links to discount
SCHEDULE YOUR TRIP.

Do not overstress yourself with a tight timeline, leave some time for relaxation and rest betw
BOOK ACCOMMODATIONS ahead.
Make all necessary reservations for your trip ahead of time. HEALTH and SAFETY.

We devoted one web page to health tips for travelers. There you will find advice on health ris
Do not forget to purchase a travel insurance for your trip, it will provide you with a safety

Plan a visit to your family doctor before your trip to ask his advice and to get an extra supp

Prepare extra copies of your travel documents and the trip’s itinerary, leave them with your r
Notify by phone or register in person with your homeland embassy or consulate upon arrival.
SECURITY.

Ask your neighbor or relative to pick up your mail and look after your house while you are awa

If you are asked to deliver a package for a stranger, refuse. Exchange currency only at establ
FAMILY TRAVEL.

Traveling children also need to have a valid passport. If it is required, you also have to pro

For bottle-feeding babies, bring prepared formula and bottled water. Bring along water or juic

To avoid ear pressure problems, have little babies nurse or suck their bottles during airplane

TravelWithYourKids web site offers advice and tips for traveling families: the places to stay,
We wish you a successful and safe trip!
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